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We present an extended design space for novel hand gestures using thumb-to-finger touch, finger-to-thumb touch as well as hand pose. The touch can be performed on multiple sides of the fingers and can be discrete or continuous. We investigate the properties of the gesture space and structure it into 14 easy to understand classes, based on three gesture primitives. From the gesture space, we derive a concrete set of gestures for the use in interactive user interfaces and propose possible mappings to actions in applications. We evaluate the comfort of the gesture set and the demand of the gesture space in two user studies. We show among other results that it is easier for fingers close to the thumb to initiate finger-to-thumb touch, that there are significant differences between finger sides with the trend of the side facing to the touching finger to be less demanding and that the segments closer to the tip of the fingers and the thumb are preferred by users. As a technical enabler for the gesture recognition, we use a state of the art hand tracker, which can be mounted on the head or shoulder. We describe how the technical novelties of the hand tracker were evaluated. We demonstrate the usability of the gestures with two interactive user interfaces, a photo application, and a video player.
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1 Introduction

In this work, we present a novel type of hand gestures for input to interactive systems. Gestures are movements of the body or of body parts with the intent to communicate. They can be used as a natural and intuitive mean to interact with computers [15]. Hand gestures are one very promising type of gestures because the high dexterity of the human hand allows for a great variety of poses and movements [25].

Besides the poses, hand gestures can also leverage touches between fingers. We call this finger-to-finger touch input. It is an interaction technique where touch events between any two fingers of the same hand, including the thumb, occur. Primarily, this can be the thumb touching one of the fingers or a finger touching the thumb.

Finger-to-finger touch is promising because it uses the tactile cues that the skin provides. This helps to perform very fine-grained and precise touch gestures even without looking at the hand. The eyes stay free for a second task or visual output. Furthermore, this one-handed input strategy consists of small and subtle finger movements. For this reason, it can be used discreetly. Since it avoids spacious arm movements, it is also less tiring. Finally, touch has the property to always be clearly present or not. Using this property, users can accurately time their interactions.

There has been a growing interest on finger-to-finger touch in recent years [2, 3, 5, 13, 14, 18, 21, 22, 29, 30, 33]. These prior works showed promising interaction techniques and contributed to the technical feasibility of hand gesture input. However, their gesturing mainly stayed limited to thumb-to-finger touch on the inside of the hand or used only a small area of the finger. Consequently, the applications stayed limited as well.

We aim to make fuller use of the dexterity of the human hand. By extending the gesture space we allow for more gestures and hence more possible mappings between gestures and user controlled functions. This results in more expressive input even for highly complex applications. To achieve this we extend limited thumb-to-finger touch towards the full finger-to-finger touch space by adding finger-to-thumb touch. We increase the overall touch area by using multiple sides and segments of the fingers for touch. Additionally, we combine finger-to-finger touch with the pose of the hand to allow for more expressivity.

The goal of this thesis is to

1. Explore the gesture design space of finger-to-finger touch under consideration of the hand pose. Gaining knowledge about the possible gestures and mappings is important to leverage their full potential.
2. Develop a high-level definition for gestures in this space, in order to facilitate the understanding of finger-to-finger touch gestures and the implementation of a gesture classifier that recognizes them from sensor input. The challenge is to describe gestures in the most simple way that is still exhaustive.

3. Propose a concrete set of gestures for application scenarios. For this, it is necessary that the gestures cover the actions required by applications in a way that makes sense to users. At the same time, gestures need to be distinctive enough to avoid confusion or false classification by the system.

4. Evaluate the properties of finger-to-finger touch gestures with users and test the gesture set in real-life application scenarios to proof its usability.

The remaining parts of this thesis start with a review of related work (2). After that, we continue with a detailed description of the gesture design space (3.1), a proposition on how to describe gestures in it (3.2) and the introduction of a concrete gesture set (3.3). We proceed with two user studies: a pre-study asking participants about the comfort of our gesture set (4.1) and an in-depth follow-up study on the workload of the gesture space (4.2). After that, two application scenarios follow (5), which we implemented with a novel hand tracker using a depth camera. We include a description of how the technical evaluation of the tracker worked (5.1). Finally, we conclude with a discussion of limitations and future work (6).


2 Related Work

This work has been informed by prior research in the field of single hand gestures, covering implementations, taxonomies as well as user studies.

2.1 Mid-air Single Hand Gesture Interfaces

Diverse mid-air gestures performed in a one-handed fashion have been investigated by prior work. Gestures relying on the pose of the hand are a common approach. Cording gestures [4, 12, 20, 25], distinguish gestures by the combination of fingers that are open or bent. A further type of gestures forms a shape or sign with the hand [16, 24, 28]. Digits [16] introduces a system to reconstruct the shape of the hand and showcases application examples with a variety of gestures. Additional to the shape, they also leverage the movement of fingers as well as the in-air movement of the whole hand. Soli [18] proposes a class of gestures they call action gestures, which focus on the motion of the fingers.

There has also been work on gestures using touch between fingers. [23] and [5] developed interaction techniques based on pinch gestures. For such a pinch gesture, the thumb touches one of the four fingertips. A very subtle and still expressive form of interaction between a finger and thumb was presented in FingerPad [3] and NailO [14]. FingerPad uses the outer segment of the index finger as a touchpad, on which the thumb draws stroke gestures. In NailO, a similar interaction takes place the other way around. The index finger interacts on a device covering the thumbnail.

But not only the outer finger segment has so far been considered for touch input. Other parts of the fingers are also suitable, e.g. for taps by the thumb [1, 13, 22, 29, 33]. DigiTap [22] uses the positions of the joints and the fingertip for tapping gestures with the thumb and the authors of DigitSpace [13] distributed buttons along the front of the finger segments that they found to be the most comfortable. For another type of thumb-to-finger touch gestures, users convert their fingers into functional sliders by sliding their thumb along them [2, 18, 21, 30]. TIMMi [33] and Ubi-finger [29] presented interactive finger gloves that enabled touch at two to three positions and also considered whether the finger was bent or straight.

These previous works show the variety of possibilities for single hand gestures, be they pose-based or involving touch between fingers. However, the touch events between fingers mainly focus on thumb-to-finger touch or are limited to small areas of the fingers and the thumb. Furthermore, the combination of the hand pose with touch gestures stays limited. We only found examples that considered the pose of the finger which was touched [29, 33] or where pinch gestures delimited movement-
based gestures [16]. Otherwise, it remains widely unexplored. Therefore the design space is limited and with it the possible application.

2.2 Gesture Taxonomies

There exist different approaches to classify gestures to groups and describe them. Sets of hand gestures that were derived from user elicited data have been divided by the ways the hand holds something while gesturing [32] and the type of action like tapping or swipe [1]. Karam et. al. [15] have presented a classification of gestures by their styles, the application domains as well as input and output technologies. Krupka et. al. [17] presented a language to describe hand gestures with the aim to facilitate the development of hand gesture interfaces. It characterizes hand gestures by the position and poses of the palm and each finger.

While previous work has structured gestures and therefore contributed to a better understanding of single hand gestures and facilitated implementations of gesture recognition systems, we are not aware of any work that includes a high-level description of gestures involving touch between thumb and fingers. Therefore they are not sufficient to describe our gestures.

2.3 User Studies on Hand Gestures and Touch

Our work has also been informed by prior user studies. Huang et. al. [13] showed that tap and stroke gestures are most comfortable on the finger segments situated closest to the thumb and fingertips. They also found that users can distinguish at least 16 buttons on the comfort zones. Another study measured the subjective user ratings on their ability to tap on finger joints and came to similar results [22].

Furthermore, there are findings that point to the advantages of the hand as a touch interface. Visual and tactile cues provided by the skin improve the accuracy of pointing [8] and help users to orient themselves [6, 9].

Concerning hand pose, it is important to understand the dexterity of the fingers. Sridhar et. al. [25] investigated how independent each finger can move (finger individuation). In a user study, they found that the middle and ring finger have the least ability to move without also moving the neighboring fingers. Wolf et. al. [32] report a qualitative explanation for the differing ability of fingers to move independently derived from expert elicitation.

User studies revealed the dexterity of the hand. In terms of touch, they located comfort regions and investigate how tactile and visual cues help to improve the performance of touch interfaces on the palm and fingers. For other parts of the hand than the inner side, such findings are still missing.
In this chapter, we will introduce the new extended design space and propose a gesture language to describe this kind of gestures. We will also propose a concrete gesture set.

3.1 Gestures Design Space

Our extended design space for one-handed gestures includes a bigger scope for discrete as well as continuous finger-to-finger touch and combines it with mid-air gestures based on pose and finger motion. This brings several advantages.

While previous research has mainly focused on thumb-to-finger interaction, where the thumb touches the fingers, we also include finger-to-thumb touch, in which the fingers initiate a touch on the thumb. This form of interaction has new characteristics due to the special properties of the thumb. The thumb is particularly mobile, which is why it can meet the fingers in differing positions. By folding it inwards its backside becomes reachable for the fingers. This allows three-dimensional touch interaction. For finger-to-thumb touch, the same touch gesture can be performed by several fingers or even multiple fingers at the same time. This interesting feature makes it possible to design mappings for several similar actions. At the same time, the thumb is the finger with the largest diameter and the biggest segments. This makes it a large touch area for the fingers. The thumb thus offers more space for touch gestures, which could be beneficial for the accuracy of the user and the detection system.

Not only the consideration of the thumb as a touch surface for the fingers enlarges the overall touch area. Previous work mainly took the front side of the fingers into account. However, to a great extent, the other sides of the fingers are also reachable for the thumb. The greater touch area allows for a broader variety of touch gestures, including strokes in several directions. They can be around or along the finger, staying within a segment or crossing joints and wrinkles. The broader variation of touch actions adds possible physical or spatial mappings and various affordances.

Touch has the property to have two states: either there is a touch present or not. This very clear feature allows users to time their interaction. However, sometimes more than these two states are necessary. A common approach to solving this problem is temporal overloading of touch gestures, e.g. distinguishing between a short and long version of a tap or introducing double taps [?]. However, slow actions make the interface less efficient. Furthermore, they are less robust to track and problematic because of the different perception of speed between users. Combining instead...
finger-to-finger touch with hand pose adds further expressivity to the gesturing. It removes the need of temporal overloading and allows to work only with quick-to-perform gestures.

Another advantage of having a bigger gesture space (and therefore having more possible gestures) is that it allows for designing interfaces with many well-defined gestures instead of interacting with sequences of gestures.

3.1.1 Possibilities within the Design Space

Considering the finger-to-finger touch gesture space in combination with hand pose provides designers with a huge amount of possibilities. We found the following gesture properties to lay within the design space:

- Simple touches from thumb-to-finger and finger-to-thumb with the exact location of the touch. This can be on any side or segment of the finger reachable for the thumb or fingers. We refer to the finger parts as shown in Figure 3.1.

- Movement of the position of the touch, resulting in a sliding motion or draw gesture

- The pose of each finger, given by the angles of the joints.

- Movements of the fingers not involved in a touch

- Movement of fingers while they touch

- Combinations of the above

However, there are other considerations and constraints that need to be taken into account when designing gestures.

First of all mental demand plays a role. Some of the combinations above are too complicated to be used effectively e.g. two different movements at the same time are hard to coordinate.

Furthermore, some gestures are hard to perform because of anatomical constraints. e.g. the tip of the index finger cannot reach every part of the pinkie and individuation of fingers has limits. [25] reported that the middle and ring finger cannot move without coactivating their neighbor fingers. [1] found in an elicitation study that despite the pinkie has a higher individuation than its neighbors, participants avoided using it. The authors of the study assume that this is because the pinkie is relatively weak. This weakness is another anatomical constraint, we need to take into account.
Figure 3.1: The surface of the fingers can be divided into (a) four sides and (b) two to three segments.

Apart from intended gestures the user is likely to also perform non-gesture movements. It is important that the gestures are distinctive from these natural or accidental movements.

3.2 Gesture Definition

To help keeping track over all the possible combinations in the gesture space while at the same time considering the constraints, we propose a structure for it. The structure is given by a simple gesture definition to describe finger-to-finger touch gestures which we detail in this section. Not only does it help to keep an overview it also facilitates the implementation of interactive systems using finger-to-finger touch gestures combined with the hand pose.

Analyzing the properties introduced in 3.1.1, we found that three primitives are sufficient to integrate all of them: touch initiator, touch action, and finger flexion. The first two primitives describe the finger-to-finger touches, like simple touches or moved touches. The third primitive grasps the pose of the fingers and their movement. Each primitive has two to three features (Figure 3.2).

1. The touch initiator. The thumb or one of the fingers can initiate a touch. We differentiate between features for the touch initiator thumb-to-finger touch and finger-to-thumb touch. For thumb-to-finger touch the thumb touches one of the fingers with its tip. Finger-to-thumb touch works similar but the other way
around. One of the fingers touches the thumb with its tip. Theoretically, fingers could also touch fingers. However, in most cases, this is quite unergonomic and furthermore prone to false activation, since fingers touch quite often during regular movement. As investigated by Huang et al. [13] there are certain comfort regions for thumb-to-finger touch input. Since the greatest part of the pinkie finger lays outside the comfort region we decided to exclude thumb-to-pinkie finger touch. Our user study 4.2 showed that this trend also appears for pinkie finger-to-thumb. We, therefore, exclude the pinkie finger from the possible touch initiators.

2. The touch action. By nature fingers are vertically divided into three segments and the thumb into two segments given by the bones and joints. To enable the description of gestures around all sides of the fingers we introduce a division of each segment into four sides; a front, back, inner and outer side (illustrated in Figure 3.1). There are three possible features. A tap is a touch of the tip of the thumb on an arbitrary finger segment or a touch of a fingertip on one of the thumb segments. This can be on any side of the finger, that is reachable for the touch initiator. Taps are a discrete primitive feature. Additional to discrete taps the touch action can also involve continuous movement. Linear slides can be characterized by a touch point moving along a finger, typically through multiple finger segments, crossing joints, and wrinkles. They can be on any side of the finger and can go from the tip down toward the palm or vice versa. Rotational slides are also continuous and the touch point moves around a single finger segment through multiple sides.

Figure 3.2: Gestures are defined by three primitives. (a) The finger initiating the touch, (b) the touch action, and (c) the finger flexion.
3. The finger flexion. The features of finger flexion are open, folded or moving. We use the terms open and folded similar to Krupka et al. [17] who defined a finger or the thumb as folded when its tip resides in a certain area in front of the palm. A finger is moving when it changes from open to folded or vice versa during a gesture. This can be simple flapping with the fingers or other movements like drawing circles in the air. Moving fingers are a continuous feature. Sridhar et al. [25] reported that especially for bending the middle and ring finger there is a high co-activation of the neighboring fingers. We therefore only consider movements of the middle, ring and pinkie finger together.

Each gesture is a combination of features from all three primitives. These primitives can be combined to classes. Each class is defined by one out of two touch initiators, one out of three touch actions and one out of three finger flexion features. This results in 18 classes. A gesture belongs to a class if it has all of the class features.

As soon as one of the features of the class is continuous the gestures in it are continuous as well. However, combining two continuous features results in gestures with multiple independent movements, that are hard to coordinate and therefore difficult to perform. We excluded these classes from our gesture space. The remaining 14 classes are illustrated in Figure 3.3.
3.3 Gesture Set

We wanted to create a generic set of gestures that can be used in many different applications. For this, we chose seven representative gesture groups which are subsets of seven different classes. Within the groups, gestures are distinguished by the finger segments or sides involved in the touch action. Every feature of every primitive is covered by at least one of the gestures.

The choice of the gestures was an iterative process. We picked an initial set of gestures and reviewed it iteratively after conducting brainstorming sessions based on the following factors.

The set needs to cover gestures that map to the commands required for user interfaces. On a high level that are activations of one or multiple elements and changes to one or multiple values. Depending on the interface these commands can have different flavors. Activations are discrete commands ranging from picking an item, action or appearance to confirming actions. Changes are continuous commands, ranging from a change of the view to increasing or decreasing a value. In the final gesture set two gesture groups map to discrete activations, four gesture groups map to setting continuous values. We checked the completeness of the gesture set by doing an imaginary walk-through through several applications checking whether all functions were accessible with the gesture set.

The gestures have to follow previous findings on user preferences [1, 13, 32], finger individuation [25] and the advantages of tactile landmarks [9]. These facilitate the ease of use. Therefore, we used this information for refinements.

Within the set, the gestures should be distinctive. There are two motivations for differing gestures. On the one hand, there is the usability. Distinct gestures might reduce the risk of confounding one with the other. In a set of differing gestures, the chance to find a meaningful mapping to a virtual action is higher e.g. a linear finger movement maps to scrolling and image rotation is more similar to rotational finger movement. Meaningful mappings that make sense to the user are easier to learn and to remember. On the other hand, there is the technical feasibility. Distinct gestures tend to generate more distinct signals with a larger margin in between. It is, therefore, easier for the gesture detection system to distinguish them.

The iterative process resulted in a gesture set with two groups of discrete gestures, four groups of continuous gestures and one group integrating both (Figure 3.4).
3.3.1 Discrete Taps

The gesture set includes three groups of tap gestures. One for discrete activation of one out of multiple elements, one to confirm or trigger the main action and one combined with continuous movement e.g. for selecting a mode discretely while performing a continuous change.

Finger tap
The thumb is the touch initiator and performs a tap on the outer front side of a finger segment. Our gesture set includes taps on the inner and middle segments of the index, middle and ring finger, resulting in 6 taps. The position of the taps is rotated slightly towards the thumb to make them easier to perform. As validated during our user evaluation all six tap gestures are performable comfortably (4.1) and with a low workload (4.2). The option to tap on one out of six segments makes this gesture adequate for selecting one out of many options or discrete commands in an application. The positions of the finger segments provide a spatial layout which can be used for a spatial mapping to objects in an application.

Fist tap
The fingers are folded and the thumb performs a tap on the outer side of the index finger. By folding the fingers in, the outer side of the index finger forms a round surface, like a big button that affords to be pressed. Therefore this discrete gesture makes sense for triggering the most important action in an interface e.g. taking a foto in a camera application or playing and pausing a video or audio player. Since users have to roll in their fingers consciously this gesture is unlikely to be activated accidentally. Furthermore, it was rated to be the most comfortable gesture by all participants in our study (4.1). These are two more advantages of mapping this gesture to the most important discrete action in an application.

Tap-and-flap
For a tap-and-flap the thumb taps on the outer side of one of the segments of the index finger. While the thumb holds the tap, the other fingers flap from folded state to open or vice versa. In our pre-study (4.1) we found that this gesture was rated as comfortable as taps alone. It combines the discrete selection of a segment with a continuous movement of the fingers. This can be used for selecting a command or mode by holding a tap while setting a continuous value with the other fingers. Flapping maps to flipping pages conceptually, which also makes this gesture appropriate for browsing through a selection of photos or moving to a different screen in an application.
3.3.2 Continuous slides

The gesture set also contains four groups of linear and rotational slides. As continuous gestures, they are usable for setting one or multiple continuous values. Due to their different lengths, positions, and directions, they can be mapped to values of varying importance, spatial layouts or relation to each other.

Linear thumb-to-finger slide
The thumb is the touch initiator and performs a linear slide along the outer or inner side of the index, middle or ring finger. Linear slides are a good choice for important global continuous variables in an application because they are spatially the most extensive and go beyond individual segments. Having slides on two sides of the fingers does not only increase the total number of slides, but it is also useful for related actions. Two slides on the same finger could stand for similar values, e.g. when editing a photo the outer slide is used for the zoom level in the picture and the one on the inside is used for cropping.

Linear finger-to-thumb slide
For this linear slide finger and thumb flip roles. The index finger or middle finger performs a linear slide along the thumb. It can be performed without any lateral movement of the thumb or the finger by simply bending or unbending the finger. The result is a very quick and easy to perform gesture appropriate for continuous changes that need to be done often or in a repetitive fashion e.g. scrolling.

Rotational slide
The thumb performs a sliding gesture around one of the inner two segments of the index, middle or ring finger. Rotational movements like these have its own quality, bringing different affordances and therefore mappings. Such mappings could be for instance turning or rotating an object. A further property of the rotational slides is that they spatially map to the previously introduced finger taps. In our example applications, we use this for continuous changes related to selections made through finger taps.
**Fingertip slide**

Similar to the rotational slides, the thumb performs a sliding gesture around a finger segment. However, for the fingertip slide, the finger bends inwards so that the thumb can touch the tip of the finger. The sliding motion thus goes around the fingertip following the curve of the nail. Fingertip slides benefit from the haptic path the nails provide for the thumb. Performed at the tip, they are most comfortable [13]. The need to bend the finger only increases the workload slightly compared to rotational slides on the other side of the same segment (4.2). Because of the ease and the emphasis provided through the haptic guidance of the nail, they are appropriate for changing values that are more important than the ones mapped to the finger segments but less important than the ones mapped to the linear slides.

With this diverse gesture set, we are able to include a variety of properties that are beneficial for user interaction. All gestures use tactile cues due to the on skin touch, where the skin feels that it is touched. This helps to locate the touch. Additionally, some use tactile landmarks like wrinkles, nails, joints or the curve of the surface. Several analogies exist between real life shapes and actions and the gestures, e.g. the form of a button or the action of flipping through a book. Last but not least we exploit spatial mappings, e.g. the same layout of the segments is used for taps and rotational slides.
4 User Evaluation

4.1 Pre-Study

In a pre-study, we investigated how comfortable users considered the gestures from our gesture set.

4.1.1 Task and Procedure

In an interview, we introduced the participants to the gestures of the gesture set and let them perform the gestures with their right hand. After the participants were familiarized with the whole set we went through all gestures again and asked them to rate the comfort of each gesture on a five-point Likert scale [19], with five being very comfortable and one being very uncomfortable.

4.1.2 Participants

We recruited seven participants (three female). Ages ranged from 23 to 31 with an average age of 24.1.

4.1.3 Results

![Figure 4.1: Average of the gesture ratings over all participants with 5 very comfortable and 1 very uncomfortable.](image)

Figure 4.1: Average of the gesture ratings over all participants with 5 very comfortable and 1 very uncomfortable.
The most comfortable gesture is fist tap, it was rated 5 by all subjects. Participants tended to rate thumb-to-finger gestures higher that were closer to the fingertips and on fingers closer to the thumb. The two outer segments of the index and middle finger all received above 4.2. Overall, all of the finger taps were considered rather comfortable with average ratings of 3.5 and higher. Finger-to-thumb taps were rated higher for the index finger than for the middle finger (3.9 vs. 3.5) and for the outer segment of the thumb than for the inner segment of the thumb (3.9 vs. 3.5). Tap and flap gestures were rated 4.2 on average, which is similar to the taps on the index finger without flapping.

Averaged, taps received slightly higher scores than slides. While ratings of slides in the most comfortable regions were similarly high than for tap, the difference in rating between taps and slides increased towards the less preferred areas. Slides were perceived as less comfortable in these areas. Averages for rotational slides ranged from 2.9 to 4.7, for linear slides from 1.7 to 4.7 and for thumb slides from 3.7 to 4.6. Linear slides were rated higher on the outer side of the fingers (outer side: 3.6 - 4.7 vs. inner side: 1.7 - 3.6) and on fingers closer to the thumb (index: 4.1, middle: 3.8, ring: 2.6). The ratings for the thumb slides were similar to the thumb-to-finger slides on the corresponding finger (index: 4.4, middle: 3.7). Like for taps, rotational slides were considered most comfortable on segments close to the fingertips on fingers closer to the thumb.

4.1.4 Discussion

Participants indicated that fist tap was the most comfortable gesture. This matches to the fact that we suggest this gesture for the most important discrete action of an application.

Our results are in line with the results of a study on thumb-to-finger touch comfort regions in DigitSpace[13]. The positions of comfort regions of the two studies are comparable. The results of taps are similar and the results of our rotational slides are similar to the condition in DigitSpace where participants drew shapes on their finger segments. They found that stroke gestures were slightly less comfortable than simple taps, which our data agree on. However, our rotational slides did not score lower on the more comfortable finger segments than taps.

Linear slide gestures received higher ratings on the side of the finger facing towards the thumb. This might have to do with the distance of the finger side to the thumb but cannot be the only reason as the outer side of the next finger was always rated higher. One explanation could be, that users find it uncomfortable to reach around the finger. This is necessary in order to touch the finger side facing away from the thumb but not for touching the outer side of the next finger, which can be exposed by simply moving the neighboring finger away.
Finger-to-thumb touch was rated higher for the index finger and at the outer segment of the thumb than for the middle finger and the inner segment of the thumb. This indicates that the user preference for fingers closer to the thumb and for the tips transfers from thumb-to-finger input to finger-to-thumb input.

4.2 Main Study

The pre-study gave first insights and showed important trends. To broaden our understanding on the subjective view of users on our gesture space, we decided to expand the study based on the outcomes, which we describe in detail in the section above. We kept certain aspects of the study and refined others based on the insights we had gained.

The pre-study showed which fingers are the most and least comfortable to use. For one part of the study, where the number of testable gestures was limited we focused on these two extremes to limit the number of fingers to evaluate and instead expand in other directions of the gesture space like finger sides and finger-to-thumb touch.

During the pre-study, we used only the subset of the gestures that we expected to be usable. We observed, that participants tended to rate gestures relative to each other i.e. give the lowest possible rating to the least comfortable gesture in the set and the highest possible rating to the most comfortable gesture in the set, even though there might be more comfortable or less comfortable gestures outside of the set. For the other part of the study, where the number of gestures was less constrained we decided to include all gestures in the test set in order to normalize the scale, even though we expected some of the gestures to be very difficult.

We changed the measurement from rating comfort to NASA TLX standard questions in order to get more detailed information. NASA TLX is a commonly used multi-dimensional rating scale, designed to measure subjective workload [11]. It has six scales, each covering a different source contributing to the overall workload. Of these scales, we chose the three that we are most interested in: physical demand, mental demand, and performance. Using only some of the scales and analyzing them independently is a popular practice [10].

4.2.1 Research Questions

We are interested how users rate the extensions we made to the gesture design space compared to previous work. Particularly we want to investigate which
fingers are preferable touch initiators and which differences between fingers sides exist. Previous work [13] and our pre-study found that touch on finger segments close on the fingertips and fingers close to the thumb is more comfortable. We would like to test whether there are similar relationships for finger-to-thumb interaction. Hence, we wonder whether the outer segment of the thumb is easier to touch than the inner one and whether it is easier to touch the thumb with fingers close to it. We also want to compare touch actions. Finally, we would like to find out whether finger-to-finger touch gestures are still convenient during walking since this is an important factor for mobile interaction.

4.2.2 Hypothesis

We have the following hypothesis based on our research questions.

H1: For finger-to-thumb touch the smaller the distance between the touch initiator and the thumb the lower is the workload.

H2: Touch gestures on the side of the finger facing towards the touch initiator are least demanding. In other words, the further the finger side faces away from the touch initiator the higher is the demand.

H3: Like for finger segments, the outer segment of the thumb is easier to touch than the inner one.

H4: Taps have a lower workload than slide gestures.

H5: If any, there is a small difference between performing the gestures while sitting and walking, with walking slightly more demanding.

4.2.3 Task and Procedure

Participants were situated in front of a screen which showed a sketch of a hand. On the sketch, for each trial, the fingertip of the touch initiator was highlighted in blue and the touch action was indicated with arrows or dots in red. The study was split into four parts; one for each of the three touch actions and a fourth one testing a representative subset of the gestures during walking (Figure 4.2).

Part one included thumb-to-finger taps on the frontside of all finger segments and finger-to-thumb taps by all fingers on the front of all thumb segments. Part two included linear thumb-to-finger on the inner, outer and front side of each finger and linear finger-to-thumb slides on four sides of the thumb initiated by all fingers. Part three included rotational slides of the thumb around the front of each finger segment and around the back of the outer segment. The fingers performed rotational slides on the front and back of all thumb segments in this study part. These three parts were counterbalanced between participants and the sequence of
Figure 4.2: Participants were situated in front of a screen displaying an illustration of one gesture per trial with the touch initiator highlighted in blue and the touch action with a red dot to illustrate a tap (a) or an arrow to illustrate a linear (b) or rotational (c) slide. Participants performed and rated gestures sitting (d) as well as walking on a treadmill (e).

The gestures within the parts was randomized to avoid effects of order. The fourth part repeated a subset of each part while the participant walked on a treadmill (Horizon Fitness Paragon 6) with a speed of 4 km/h, which is a fast walking speed that has been used previously by Weigel and Steimle [31]. The subset included only the gestures involving the index finger and the ring finger which we expect to be the easiest and hardest gestures from our gesture set based on the results of our pre-study. Half of the participants did this part first, the other started with the first three parts. The order of the touch actions during the walking condition stayed the same for the participants.

Together all parts contained 138 trials. Before the start of a study part, the experimenter introduced the gestures and their visualization to the participant by four representative examples. After this introduction, the participants were asked to perform the indicated gestures with their dominant hand exactly three times. After performing a gesture they were asked to answer the three NASA TLX questions concerning mental demand, physical demand, and performance [11] about it. At the end of the study participants filled out a questionnaire asking for demographic information, whether they would use this style of gesture in public and additional comments. Participants had the option to have a break between study parts. On average the study took 40 minutes per participant.
4.2.4 Participants

For the main study, we recruited 12 participants (6 female). Ages ranged from 23 to 34 with an average age of 27. One participant was left handed. Hand size varied between 75 mm and 93 mm in width (average 82.8 mm) and 167 mm and 196 mm in length (average 183.3 mm).

4.2.5 Results

Before the analysis, we removed outliers that lay more than three times the interquartile range above the third quartile or below the first quartile.

\[ \text{Mental Demand} \quad \text{Physical Demand} \quad \text{Performance} \]

\[
\begin{array}{llll}
\text{finger-to-thumb} & \text{middle finger-to-thumb} & \text{ring finger-to-thumb} & \text{pinkie finger-to-thumb} \\
\text{finger-to-thumb} & \text{finger-to-ring} & \text{thumb-to-index finger} & \text{thumb-to-middle finger} \\
\text{finger-to-ring} & \text{thumb-to-middle finger} & \text{thumb-to-pinkie finger} & \text{thumb-to-pinkie finger}
\end{array}
\]

Figure 4.3: Mental demand, physical demand and performance for different touch initiators. Each metric is in the range between 5 and 100. Each bar illustrates the sum of the three metrics. Acting as touch initiators for linear slides on the front of the thumb the workload increases slightly with the distance of the finger from the thumb. Means for thumb-to-finger touch are typically lower than finger-to-thumb involving the same fingers. These differences are significant for the index and pinkie finger.

**H1:** We tested the differences between the four fingers (index, middle, ring, pinkie) acting as touch initiators for a linear slide on the front of the thumb. For all three scales, one-way ANOVAs revealed that there are differences between the four fingers (mental: F(3, 39)=5.02, p=0.00489, physical: F(3, 36)=17.54, p=0.0000003, performance: F(3, 39)=8.4, p=0.000198). There is a trend that the fingers closer to the thumb are considered less demanding than those further away. Using paired t-tests, significant differences could be found for the index finger (p=0.03) which was less mentally demanding and the ring finger and pinkie which were more physically demanding than their neighbors towards the thumb (ring finger: p=0.046, pinkie: p=0.0032). Except for the pinkie, which was significantly harder
to use as touch initiator (p=0.012), there were no significant differences in performance. The direct comparison of each finger involved in thumb-to-finger and finger-to-thumb touch showed that on all scales thumb-to-finger touch is easier for the index finger and the pinkie finger. For the middle finger and ring finger, we did not measure significant differences. Average ratings can be seen in Figure 4.3
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**Figure 4.3:** Performance data for different finger sides. Each bar illustrates the sum of the three metrics. (a) Thumb-to-finger linear slides are demanding on the outer and front side. On the inner side, they are significantly harder. (b) For finger-to-thumb touch, the least demanding side to slide on varies between touch initiators. For the index finger, it is the front, inner, and back side, for the middle finger, it is the front, and for the ring and pinkie finger, it is the outer and front side.

**H2:** For thumb-to-finger linear slides there were no significant differences between the outer and front side in any of the three scales (p>0.11 for all t-tests). However, the slide on the inner side was rated significantly higher throughout all fingers for physical demand and performance (physical demand: p<0.0048, performance: p<0.038 for all t-tests). We observed the same effect for the mental demand on all sides.
fingers except for the index finger, where mental demand was not significantly higher for any of the sides (index finger: ANOVA F(358.33, 128.47)=2.78 p=0.081, outer vs. front side: p>0.13, front vs. inner side: p<0.011). Rotational slides on the nail and on the front of the outer finger segments tended to be rated easier on the front but showed only small differences (averages differed at most by 10) which mostly were not significant (nine of them not significant with p>0.08, three of them significant with p<0.04). The preference for sides is a little more complex when fingers touch on the thumb. Concerning physical demand and performance, we found the following significant differences. With the index finger it was harder to touch on the outer side than on the front (physical demand: p=0.018, performance: p=0.018) and back side (physical demand: p=0.043, performance: p=0.00089). The middle finger could best touch the front of the thumb (significantly lower physical demand than outer side p=0.0079, and performance than inner side p=0.033), while the ring and pinkie finger can touch the front and outer side better than the other two sides (p<0.041 for all t-tests). Figure 4.4 shows the average ratings of the finger sides for each touch initiator.
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**Figure 4.4:** Mental demand, physical demand and performance for different touch initiators. Each metric is in the range between 5 and 100. Each bar illustrates the sum of the three metrics. Comparing the inner and outer segment on the front side of the thumb, we observe the trend that a touch on the inner segment is physically more demanding and harder to perform than on the outer segment. This effect becomes more significant towards the pinkie finger.

**H3:** We compared rotational slides on the outer and inner segment of the thumb performed by each finger. We observed that there is a tendency that the outer segment was easier to touch than the inner one (Figure 4.5). This effect was rather small and mostly not significant for mental demand. However, the further the distance between the touch initiator and the thumb, the bigger was the difference in physical demand, when comparing the outer and inner thumb segment (sig-
nificant for all fingers, index finger: p=0.0059, middle finger: p=0.007, ring finger: p=0.00087, pinkie: p=0.00051) and performance (significant for middle, ring and pinkie finger, index finger: p=0.0648, middle finger: p=0.016, ring finger: 0.0011, pinkie: p=0.0001).

![Figure 4.6](image)

**Figure 4.6:** Mental demand, physical demand and performance for different touch actions. Each metric is in the range between 5 and 100. Each bar illustrates the sum of the three metrics. We compared taps, linear slides and rotational slides in the middle and front of the fingers. The demand of touch actions is similar. Only rotational slides on the pinkie finger are significantly harder concerning physical demand and performance than taps and linear slides on the pinkie.

**H4:** In order to investigate touch actions, we compared taps on the middle segment with linear slides on the front as well as rotational slides on the middle segments performed by the thumb on all four fingers. Except for rotational slides on the pinkie finger, there were only small differences in the means (of 6.6 or lower) which were not significant. On the pinkie finger, taps were rated significantly easier than rotational slides (13.33 vs. 28.33 physical demand (p=0.02), 9.58 vs. 23.75 performance (p=0.031)) (Figure 4.6).

**H5:** Paired t-tests revealed that there are no significant differences between sitting and walking. We tested this on each scale for each touch action (p>0.07 for all tests). The biggest difference between the means was 2.06 for the mental demand of linear slides (20.06 sitting, 18 walking), which is less than half a point on the rating scales.

On the questionnaire 11 out of 12 participants stated that they would use this type of gestures in public. Comments on this mostly referred to the discreetness of the gestures, e.g. "It’s quite subtle compared to larger mid-air gestures or speech control" (P11), "They seem to be "little" enough to not look stupid while performing them" (P8) and "It’s more or less standard and almost not noticeable. It won’t arouse any questions" (P12). Some participants appreciated that most of the gestures were easy ("They were convenient and mostly easy to do.", P9), performable without holding a device ("You don’t have to hold the device in your hand, in contrast to [a] touchscreen" (P11), matched to everyday behavior "some
similarity to everyday hand gestures”, P11), (“The gestures do not interfere that much with what my hand would be doing when walking or sitting.”, P8) and the even distribution of workload between fingers (“I use all the fingers which might be better compared to a smartphone where I have a one-sided strain on the thumb”, P11). Negative comments often referred to pinkie finger-to-thumb and ring finger-to-thumb touch e.g. “Some of the pinkie finger-to-thumb gestures were too hard to perform and felt uncomfortable.” (P8). Participant 9 also commented that long nails make some sliding motions difficult.

4.2.6 Discussion

As expected by H1, there is a tendency of the workload to increase from the index finger towards the pinkie as touch initiators which is significant. An interesting side finding is, that this was not true for thumb-to-finger touch. Here values increased towards the ring finger and the pinkie received lower ratings. The difference between the perceived performance for linear slides on the ring finger and pinkie was significant (p=0.046). This is not in line with the results in DigitSpace [13]. It would be interesting to investigate in future work whether this can be replicated. It would be thinkable that it is for instance due to the differing measurement methods between DigitSpace and out work.

H2 can be considered partially true. For thumb-to-finger touch the outer and front side received similar ratings while the inner side was rated more difficult. Considering that the thumb is located slightly rotated towards the outer side this is in line with the hypothesis. Index finger-to-thumb and middle finger-to-thumb support the hypothesis: the outer side of the thumb faces away the most from the index finger and was rated significantly harder to touch than the other three sides. For the middle finger, the front side, which has the smallest angle to the finger, was rated easiest to touch. Therefore these touch initiators support the hypothesis. The ring and pinkie finger only partially support the hypothesis. The front side, which faces towards these two fingers, was rated among the easier sides to touch. However, the inner sides of the thumb were significantly more demanding than the outer side, even though both sides are rotated 90 degrees from the front side. The cause of the higher demand could be that the fingers have to turn inwards laterally in order to reach the inner side of the thumb. This is difficult because the finger joints do not have the necessary degree of freedom [7]. The differences in mental demand for touches on the thumb by these two fingers is not significant, which is a further hint that a physical factor causes this inconsistency with the otherwise approved hypothesis.

Concerning physical demand and performance we can accept H3, as the rotational slide was significantly harder on the inner segment of the thumb for most
fingers (all for physical demand, all but the index finger for performance). However, the mental demand does not increase significantly towards the inner segment.

We have to reject $H_4$, which said that taps are easier than slide gestures. The results rather hint that linear slides and taps are similarly easy. Rotational slides are significantly harder only on the pinkie finger. Since this effect is only limited to one finger, it is likely that the cause for the higher demand does not lie in the touch action but in the properties of the finger. The inner side of the pinkie finger was the side which was most demanding for linear slides. In contrast to the tap and linear slide on the front, the rotational slide touches this difficult side, which could cause the demand of the rotational slide to increase.

Concerning the mobile use of finger-to-finger touch we did not find a significant increase in the demand of the gestures during walking and can accept $H_5$. This tells us that the physical activity of walking does not interfere negatively with performing finger-to-finger touch gestures and that it is not an obstacle for using them in a mobile setting. However, walking on a treadmill has a lower mental workload than walking in a real life setting because it does not require attention on where to go. Since participants rated the mental demand of the gestures lower than the other scales, we assume that they are likely to be performable together with the mental demand of walking. Still, it would be interesting for future work to investigate this further.

A few participants stated that some of the gestures were too hard to perform. With the NASA TLX scales it is difficult to find the border between gestures which are demanding and those which are too demanding because they do not implement such a border [10]. They can only tell which gestures are more or less demanding. However, the statements of the participants can provide some hints. Participants mentioned that the pinkie finger-to-thumb and ring finger-to-thumb gestures touching the inner segment of the thumb on the back and inner side were too hard. These gestures have in common that their average ratings for physical demand and performance both lay higher than 50.

### 4.2.7 Design Implications

From the study results, we derived a set of design implications. For thumb-to-finger touch the workload increases from the index finger to the pinkie finger. Therefore, common actions, that need to be performed often, should be performed with fingers closer to the thumb.

The finger sides facing away from the thumb have a higher workload and should, therefore, be considered with care. There might be good reasons to use them,
e.g. to avoid accidental input or confusion with other finger sides, but the higher workload should be considered, especially for fingers further away from the thumb. For finger-to-thumb touch, the front of the thumb is a safe choice for all touch initiators. The back side is only easy to reach for the index and middle finger, while the outer side is a better choice for the ring and pinkie finger.

Thumb-to-finger touch is preferable on the outer segment. For the index, middle and ring finger this segment is rather easy to touch, while the inner segment is more demanding.

Gestures with a physical demand and performance above 50 should be avoided, as participants stated that some gestures with such high ratings were too difficult. Among those gestures there are the tap on the nail of the pinkie finger, the tap on the back of the inner segment of the thumb with the pinkie and ring finger, rotational slides on the inner segment of the thumb with the pinkie and ring finger and linear slides on the inner and back side of the thumb with the pinkie and ring finger.
Interactive User Interfaces

In this section, we demonstrate two applications to showcase the use of our gesture set in a stationary as well as a mobile scenario with different devices. We describe how users interact with the applications and how we implemented them. As a technical enabler for the gesture recognition, we use a state-of-the-art hand tracker with enhanced functionalities, which we evaluated in three steps.

5.1 Technical Enabler

Figure 5.1: As a technical enabler we use a hand tracker. It facilitates the data of a depth camera to reconstruct the position and pose of the hand. The camera can be mounted on the (a) head or the (b) shoulder.

For our implementation, we used an existing version of a hand tracker by Sridhar et. al. [26], with improvements implemented by Franziska Müller. It works with a depth camera and was optimized for the use from an egocentric view so that we could mount the camera on the shoulder or the head of the user (Figure 5.1). The tracker reconstructs the hand pose. Additionally, it detects finger-to-finger touch points. The visual approach, using a depth camera has the advantage to work without instrumentation of the hand, so that the movement of the hand is unrestricted and natural. The output of the tracker is a feature vector containing information related to the features of the gesture primitives (3.2) and the exact touch points. A gesture classifier uses this to predict which gesture was performed and sends the prediction to the applications.

We evaluated the improvements of the recognition pipeline, namely the accuracies of the hand pose estimation from an egocentric view, the touch detection, and the gesture classification.
5.1.1 3D Fingertip Position from an Egocentric Viewpoint

So far there exists no common public dataset with ground truth of depth information of a hand performing complex finger movements from an egocentric perspective. We, therefore, decided to record new egocentric sequences for the purpose of evaluation. We recruited two participants (1 female, aged 25 and 27 years). Their hands had a length of 201 mm and 192 mm and a width of 90 mm and 89 mm. The participants imitated a recorded video containing gestures from the gesture set, other gestures from the design space as well as non-gesture movements. The hand gesturing was recorded by the depth sensor that the participants wore on the shoulder. We recorded one sequence per participants. The resulting two sequences of similar length had a total number of 3,573 frames. The second participant rotated his hand more during recording. This caused more occlusion in the second sequence and thus made it more challenging for the tracker. We annotated the 3D fingertip positions in all frames resulting in ground truth similar to the Dexter data set [27] which is a commonly used data set of hand motion from the third person view.

This new egocentric data set allowed for testing the accuracy of the tracker by running the tracking algorithm on the recorded sequences and calculating the average fingertip localization error. The error was 13,92 mm for sequence one and 16,37 mm for sequence two, which is an improvement over the previous version of the tracker (22.5 mm and 38.0 mm on the same sequences).

5.1.2 Touch recognition accuracy

![Capacitive thumb glove](image)

**Figure 5.2:** Capacitive thumb glove made of nitrile and conductive fabric for automatic ground truth annotation of finger-to-finger touch.

For the evaluation of the touch accuracy, we recruited two participants (1 female, aged 25 and 27). Their hands had a length of 201 mm and 192 mm and a width of
90 mm and 89 mm. The participants imitated a recorded video sequence containing a variety of touch gestures from our gesture space as well as hand movements without touch. With a depth camera mounted on the shoulder of the participants, we recorded their gesturing. To automatically annotate the depth data with ground truth for touch, participants wore a thumb glove out of nitrile. Conductive fabric was glued around the tip of the thumb in such a way that the shape and mobility of the thumb were preserved. Both materials did not distort the depth image of the camera. We connected this thumb glove to an Arduino Uno board\(^1\) and used the CapacitiveSense Library\(^2\) to detect the touch between thumb and fingers. Capacitive sensing can distinguish touch from hover state. Hence it is more stable than an optical approach since the touch often times is occluded by the touching finger. The Arduino sent the current reading value to the recording software via a serial port every 10 ms, which is twice as fast as the maximum frame rate of the depth camera. The recording software synchronized the touch and depth data and annotated each frame with the touch measurement.

The tracking software was run on the two sequences and the result of the touch recognition was compared with the ground truth frame by frame and using different time windows, where we compared whether there was a touch in the tracking result and the ground truth within the window. Frame-by-frame comparison reached an accuracy of 87.5\% and with a time window of 500 ms, the accuracy rose to 95.8\%.

### 5.1.3 Gesture classification accuracy

On top of the hand tracker, we used a gesture classifier to distinguish between gestures as well as non-gestures. We evaluated the whole gesture recognition pipeline with 10 participants (3 female, ages ranged from 23 to 31 with an average age of 25.2). The hand sizes varied from 155 to 212 mm in length (mean 180 mm) and 74 to 92 mm in width (86 mm). Participants performed 50 gestures from the gesture set which belonged to 7 different classes. While the participants performed the gestures we ran the hand tracking software on it in real time and recorded its output in form of a feature vector. We ran the classifier on the feature vectors and got an overall accuracy of 90.52\% for recognition of the 7 gesture classes.

### 5.2 Implementation of Interactive User Interfaces

The hand tracker and gesture classifier provide an interface for applications that can be easily used in a modular fashion. Applications can subscribe to the gesture classifier via the zeroMQ protocol\(^3\). The classifier transfers identifiers

---

3. [http://zeromq.org](http://zeromq.org)
for the gestures, which the applications receive and then react accordingly. We implemented two interactive user interfaces on top of this recognition pipeline. Thanks to the flexible architecture we could use different hardware as well as different programming languages.

In applications, the gesture set has some advantages over previous hand gestures. On the one hand, there are more direct mappings. For example, by providing rotational slides on multiple finger segments, the users do not have to first make a selection in a menu. Instead, they can make their changes directly. Compared to hand gestures with large arm movements, the control of our apps is less tiring. Thus, a linear slide along the finger requires less movement than a large waving gesture in the air, which is, for example how the volume is edited in Digits [16]. The various haptic cues provided by skin and bones and spacial layouts on the hand can be used for better mappings. We use, for example, linear slides for cropping an image and rotational slides for rotating it.

5.2.1 Photo App for Smartwatch

Our first application is a photo app for a smartwatch. Our finger-to-finger touch gestures enable the control over the app without the need to interact on the limited area of the touch screen. The photos on the screen stay unoccluded and the input on the fingers is more precise due to the larger area.

5.2.1.1 Application Walkthrough

![Figure 5.3](image)

**Figure 5.3:** Users can control a photo application with (a) fist tap to capture a photo, (b) linear slide on the index finger to zoom in or out of a picture (c) tap and flap to browse through their gallery (d) tap on a finger segment to select an editing mode and alter its value with a rotational slide.

Taking a photo, the most important function of the application is mapped to fist tap. This is easy to perform but still unlikely to be performed accidentally, so no
unintended pictures will be taken. After capturing a picture, users can view and edit it. They zoom in and out by performing linear thumb-to-finger slide on outer the index finger as this is a frequently used function, especially on small screens. Cropping the image, which is related to zooming can be done on the inner side. The lower comfort of inner side makes accidentally cropping the image instead of zooming unlikely. More editing functions, e.g. brightness, contrast, rotation or filters are mapped to the finger segments. Tapping and holding a segment with the thumb activates an editing mode. The value of this mode can then be adjusted with a rotational slide on the same segment. Users can browse through their photo gallery with tap and flap gestures.

5.2.1.2 Implementation Details

The prototype is programmed in Python 3\(^4\) and runs on a Raspberry Pi\(^5\) with an external display and the Raspberry Pi Camera Module V2\(^6\). The program uses a state system which allows switching between the camera and the gallery mode. For previewing the camera image and taking photos the PiCamera API\(^7\) is used. For displaying the gallery we use the native image viewer of the system. The image manipulation is done with the library Pillow\(^8\).

5.2.2 Video Player

Our second application uses our gestures for a video player application on a smart television with context search. In contrast to a remote control, the hand cannot be misplaced. In addition, a remote control usually requires line of sight to the TV, which often leads the user to change his position in order to point to the television. With the tracking hardware for our system, mounted on the shoulder, the line of sight between the camera and the hand is independent of the user’s position.

5.2.2.1 Application Walkthrough

Users adjust global, continuous values, like the volume and seek, with linear slides on the fingers. With a fist tap, they play and pause the video. When the video is paused, users can use finger taps, which are spatially mapped to the screen to select an area of the image for a context search. With rotational slides on the same segment, they can fine tune the selected area. With a tap and flap gesture inwards users flip to the search view and trigger an image search on the selection. They scroll through the results by performing thumb slides and return to the video with a tap and flap outwards.

\(^4\) [https://www.python.org](https://www.python.org)
\(^8\) [https://python-pillow.org](https://python-pillow.org)
Figure 5.4: Users can interact with a smart television with (a) linear thumb-to-finger slides for important values like the volume, (b) fist tap to play/pause, (c) finger taps to select an area of the image, (d) rotational slides to alter the selection, (e) tap and flap to trigger a context search on the selection and (f) linear finger-to-thumb slide to scroll through the search results.

5.2.2.2 Implementation Details

The video player is implemented in Processing 3\textsuperscript{9}. It runs on any desktop machine that supports the Java virtual machine. The image can be transferred to a television or projector. We switch between playback and search mode with a state system. The video is embedded and controlled with the Processing video library\textsuperscript{10}.

\textsuperscript{9} https://processing.org
\textsuperscript{10} https://processing.org:8443/reference/libraries/video/index.html
6 Limitations and Future Work

We decided to design subtle gestures, performable without any arm movements only within the hand. This is less tiring for the arm and usable in a discreet and private fashion. However, in-air movements and the orientation of the hand can communicate additional information. In certain scenarios, this could be interesting, e.g. in gaming or VR applications where engagement ranks higher than privacy. The in-air position and rotation of the hand are already given by the hand tracker. Future work could investigate how this could be used in combination with the hand pose.

This thesis focuses on finger-to-finger touch as well as combinations of it with the pose or movement of the fingers happening at the same time. A further step could be to also consider in-air movements of the fingers before, after, or in between the touch events. Future work could explore this addition. Especially use cases and mappings for these finger in-air movements could be interesting to investigate and how to prevent accidental input due to the natural movement of the fingers.

With the user studies, we presented findings on the subjective comfort and workload of the gestures. After this validation of the user perspective on the gestures, unbiased by a specific system or application, future work could test the usability of the gestures while interacting with a system. For instance, this could be a pointing task either with the tracker to evaluate the usability of the whole system or with an even more fine-granular tool to test the limits of the gestures. The spatial accuracy of tap buttons along the finger has been investigated by DigitSpace [13]. It remains to be tested how many rotational sliders and buttons distributed around the finger can be distinguished by users and how accurate fingers can touch on the thumb.

Concerning the implementation of the applications with the help of the hand tracker, there remain some limits in the recognition pipeline. So far the hand tracking requires so much computing power that it cannot be installed on small mobile computers. Besides optimization of the computation requirements, a further solution could be to connect the depth camera to a small mobile computer that runs the camera driver and sends the depth images wirelessly to a cloud for computation. However, this comes with the drawback of additional latency for transferring data, slowing down reaction time. A further improvement remaining for future work would be to augment the tracker with an automatically adapting hand model for new users. So far this is a step that has to be done manually for each user in order to get the best possible performance of the tracker.
We presented an extended design space for finger-to-finger hand gestures. It makes a fuller use of the dexterity of the human hand by including thumb-to-finger and finger-to-thumb touch while considering the pose of the hand. The touch can be performed on multiple sides of the fingers. The gestures are discrete, like a tap, or continuous, like a sliding motion. We investigated the properties of the gesture space. It can be described by three gesture primitives, the touch initiator, the touch action and the finger flexion. These primitives lead to a 14 classes structure of the gesture space.

From the presented gesture space we derived a concrete set of 7 diverse gesture groups. The selection was guided by several principles. Among these were the aim to support a variety of mappings, user preferences and capabilities from literature. These support the ease of use and learnability of the user interfaces. Two gesture groups map to activating one or multiple discrete elements, four groups map to setting one or multiple continuous values and one combines both. We proposed how they could be used in real applications.

In a pre-study, we evaluated the comfort of the gesture set. We found that most gestures were rated comfortable or very comfortable by users. Following up on the pre-study we conducted an in-depth study on the perceived physical demand, mental demand, and performance of the gesture space. The results show the following trends. It is easier for fingers close to the thumb to initiate a finger-to-thumb touch. Touching finger sides facing away from the touch initiator is more demanding. The inner segment of the thumb is more difficult to touch than the outer one. No significant differences could be found between the workload of the gesture during walking and sitting and between touch actions in the comfortable regions.

As a technical enabler for the gestures recognition, we used a hand tracker, which works with a depth camera mounted on the body. We evaluated the technical novelties of the hand tracker and used it to implement two interactive user interfaces: a photo application for a smartwatch and a video player. One demonstrated the usability in a mobile scenario, the other one in a stationary setting.


